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Abstract 
 
 
In spatial negative priming (SNP) tasks, trials are presented in pairs; first the ‘prime’, and 
then the ‘probe’. Target and/or distractor events appear on both trials and probe target 
reaction time is significantly lengthened when it arises at a former distractor-occupied 
location (ignored-repetition [IR] trial), relative to when it appears at a new location (control 
[CO] trial). This latency inequality, which is not inevitable, defines the SNP effect. Here, 
we examined the influence of prime and probe trial distractor identity similarity on restoring 
the SNP effect when its prevention was successfully motivated by the use of a .25 
(distractor present)/.75 (distractor absent) condition. Two results were important: (1) the 
SNP effect was restored when the probe distractor identity fully matched that of the prime 
trial, but not when distractor identities partially or totally mismatched, showing a retrieval 
role for the probe distractor, and, (2) target-repeat trial facilitation showed the same pattern, 
present with full matches, otherwise being absent. These results showed that prime-trial 
processing representations are stored episodically in location tasks, and that event identities 
are part of the episode, making distractor event identity matches critical for prime 
representation retrieval. Additionally, event numbers were not part of the episode so that 
matching event numbers between prime and probe trials was not important for retrieval of 
stored prime representations.   
 
Keywords: Spatial Negative Priming, Modulation, Distractor Processing, Inhibitory After- 
effects 
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Introduction 
 
With the typical spatial negative priming (SNP) procedure of interest here, target 
and/or distractor events are presented centrally on sequentially related trial pairs; first the 
‘prime’, and then the ‘probe’. Most often, probe trial target reaction time is lengthened when 
it arises at a former distractor-occupied location (i.e., ignored-repetition [IR] trial) relative to 
when it appears at a previously empty location (i.e., control trial). This latency inequality 
(RT[IR] > RT[control]) is used most often to identify the presence of the SNP effect (e. g., 
Buckolz, Boulougouris, & Khan, 2002; Neill, Terry, & Valdes, 1994; Tipper, Weaver, 
Cameron, Brehaut, & Bastedo, 1991; Guy, Buckolz, & Pratt, 2004). An ongoing question that 
we continue to investigate here deals with how the presence or absence of a probe trial 
distractor influences the presence or absence of the SNP phenomenon (e.g., Chao, 2009). 
Prior work on this question has varied the probability of a probe distractor along a 
continuum ranging from its certain absence (100%; target-only probe trial) to its certain 
presence (target + distractor probe trial) [e.g., Buckolz et al., 2002; Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 
2008; Guy et al., 2004; Guy, Buckolz, & Fitzgeorge, 2007; Milliken, Tipper, Houghton, & 
Lupianez, 2000; see Table 1 for prime-probe probability findings]. As it turns out, the impact 
that manipulating probe distractor probability has on SNP depends on the event 
(target/distractor) contents of the preceding prime trial (Guy & Buckolz, 2007; Guy et al., 
2007), and so a summary of this research needs to be set out separately for target + distractor 
versus distractor-only prime. 
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Target + Distractor Prime Trials 
When the prime trial contains both a target and a distractor, an SNP effect is observed 
whenever a probe distractor is actually present, irrespective of it’s probability of appearing 
(i.e., 100% - 25%). Alternately, when the probe trial is actually distractor free, the impact on 
SNP is a function of its probability of appearing. When the probe distractor’s absence is 
certain (100% target-only probe trial) or highly likely (75%), an SNP effect is not observed; 
otherwise, this phenomenon is present (e.g., Buckolz et al., 2002; Buckolz, Avramidis, & 
Fitzgeorge, 2008; Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008; Guy et al., 2004; Neill et al., 1994). 
Distractor-only Prime Trials 
 When the prime trial predictably or randomly (target or distractor prime design; e.g., 
Buckolz et al., 2008) contains only a distractor event, the SNP phenomenon is invariably 
observed; irrespective of probe distractor probability and independent of whether a distractor 
actually appears or not (e. g., Buckolz et al.; Guy et al., 2004; Milliken et al., 2000). The best 
illustration of this pattern was presented in a single study by Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008). 
They showed that the experimental manipulations that caused the elimination of the SNP 
effect (including both probe-trial distractor and ignored-repetition trial probability variations) 
when the prime trial contained both a target + a distractor, failed to do so when the prime 
held only a distractor. Relatedly, Guy et al. (2007) showed that the prime target had to cause 
the actual execution of one of the experimental responses for SNP prevention to occur. 
Simply preparing to produce an experimental response, or executing a response outside of the 
experimental subset (i.e., a self-initiated keyboard bar press), did not result in SNP removal.   
 The next step here is to outline our preferred explanation of the processes that give 
rise to SNP production, which closely follows versions presented elsewhere (Buckolz, Edgar, 
Kajaste, Lok, & Khan, 2012b; Fitzgeorge, Buckolz, & Khan, 2011), and which takes into 
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account the findings of probe distractor manipulations highlighted above. Before doing so, 
there is an important condition included in the distractor-only prime trial designs that actually 
sets aside a common and surprisingly persistent misconception that negative priming is 
necessarily the outcome of selective attention, necessitated when a prime distractor has to be 
distinguished from an accompanying target stimulus (e.g., Connelly & Hasher, 1993 ).  
Contrary to this view, Milliken et al. (2000), followed by others (Buckolz, et al., 
2012b; Fitzgeorge et al., 2011; Guy et al., 2004), showed that distractor-only prime trials 
followed by target-only probe trials produced an SNP effect. Clearly, the generation of SNP 
does not require either a prime trial or a probe trial selection. In fact, the size of the SNP 
effect produced by distractor-only and distractor + target prime trials is the same (Buckolz et 
al., 2008), indicating that the SNP producing aspect of distractor processing is unaltered, 
whether a selection has been engaged in or not. Hence, the SNP model outlined below has 
discarded any reference to selective attention, and this includes the role played by the probe 
distractor in SNP generation.  
A Theoretical Account of Spatial Negative Priming (SNP) Production 
 The SNP model set out here is an inhibition-based one, following the broad strokes of 
the views described by Houghton and Tipper (1994) and Tipper (2001). An inhibition-based 
approach is recommended because it can explain the majority of existing SNP data as well as 
or better than competing explanations. Furthermore, some competing negative priming (NP) 
theories, such as the match/mismatch idea (Park & Kanwisher, 1994) or the Episodic 
Retrieval notion (Neill, 1977),   have been shown to be lacking as SNP accounts, especially 
in the case of the former (Milliken et al., 2000; Guy et al., 2004; Tipper, 2001). Additionally, 
in support of an inhibition-based explanation for the SNP effect, fMRI measurements show 
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selective activation of the neural structures responsible for inhibitory processing on ignored-
repetition trials (Bauer, Gebhardt, Ruprecht, Gallhofer, & Sammer, 2012). 
 The model begins with the stipulation that distractor-occupied prime trial locations 
are processed automatically. This is indicated not only because distractor processing occurs 
in spite of instructions/intentions to the contrary, but because masked prime distracter 
locations, which are phenomenally invisible, also produce SNP effects (Fitzgeorge et al., 
2011). The idea is that event presence which does not reach the level of cognitive awareness 
cannot have been intentionally processed (Sumner, 2007), indicating that such processing is 
achieved automatically. Perhaps as a result of this automaticity, this distractor’s processing is 
extensive. The distractor identity and its location are determined, and the location activates its 
related response, which subsequently undergoes inhibition to prevent its unwanted initiation. 
A representation of this processing is then stored (Buckolz et al., 2012b; Fitzgeorge & 
Buckolz, 2008).  
 Inhibited responses are deemed to take on an execution resistance (ER) property 
which acts to discourage their future use, analogous to the residual inhibition proposed by 
Tipper (2001) but focused on output rather than an unspecified locus. Hence, the distractor 
response processing sequence  includes activationinhibition execution resistance (ER). 
This ER feature is most readily indicated on free choice trials, where individuals show a 
significant bias against selecting a former distractor response in favour of choosing its control 
competitor (within-hand finger options; Fitzgeorge et al., 2011; Lok, 2011). Presumably, the 
execution resistance property repels efforts to freely select distractor responses. When the 
later use of the prime distractor response is required (i.e., ignored-repetition trial), one must 
override distractor response execution resistance before it can be correctly executed. Since 
execution resistance override takes time to achieve, the ignored-repetition trial response 
initiation is delayed beyond that of a control trial that lacks an override requirement. The 
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result is the SNP effect (RT[ignored-repetition] > RT[Control]), which is deemed to be one of 
four inhibitory after-effects caused by the execution resistance feature of the prime trial 
distractor-response (Buckolz et al., 2012b;  Stoddart, 2013). According to this scenario, the 
SNP phenomenon is solely caused by the inhibition of the activated prime distractor response 
(i.e., an output locus), and is uninfluenced by inhibition that may or may not be associated 
with the prime distractor’s location. 
Evidence giving rise to an exclusive output locus for SNP comes from Guy et al. 
(2006) and Buckolz et al. (2012b). They included many-to-one location-to-response 
mappings in their SNP procedures. As a result, they were able to generate two trial types 
whereby the probe target appeared either at the former distractor location or at a previously 
unoccupied location, but where both required the use of the former distractor response (i.e., 
ignored-repetition and distractor-response repeat trials, respectively). Reaction time for the 
distractor response repeat trials were significantly longer than those for ignored-repetition 
trials, both of which was significantly longer that of control trial latencies. This result shows 
that using the prime distractor response alone is sufficient to produce significant RT slowing 
on a probe trial (also see Fitzgeorge et al., 2011, Lok, 2011), and, moreover, that distractor 
locations may not be inhibited during prime trial processing. This follows from the fact that 
also using the prime distractor location (ignored-repetition trial) did not increase the RT 
slowing beyond that seen on distractor-response repeat trials. So, there was no evidence that 
centrally positioned locations are inhibited in a way that contributes to ignored-repetition 
delays, and so to SNP (also see Buckolz, Fitzgeorge, & Knowles, 2012a). In fact, it seems 
that the re-use of the prime distractor location by the probe target produces a facilitation 
effect. 
The next aspect of the SNP model deals with how the stored representation of prime-
trial distractor processing is able to participate during probe trial processing in a way that 
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generates an SNP effect. At this point, the role of the probe distractor in SNP production is 
incorporated into the SNP account. 
Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008) and Buckolz et al. (2012b) posited the existence of 
two independent neural pathways that retrieved stored distractor processing representations, 
which were triggered either by the probe trial target or the probe distractor (Schematic 1). In 
the first instance, when the probe target appears at the prime-trial distractor position, its 
activation of a former distractor response triggers distractor representation retrieval (i.e., 
‘response-based retrieval’ route, Buckolz et al.). The existence of a response-based retrieval 
route is indicated by the RT delays found for both ignored-repetition and distractor-response 
repeat trials (Guy et al., 2006; Buckolz et al.). In the case of distractor response repeat trials, 
retrieval could not have been triggered because the probe target occupied a former 
distractor’s location, thereby leaving only the response-based retrieval route viable.  
A serendipitous yet very instructive finding obtained by Fitzgeorge and Buckolz 
(2008) pointed to the probe distractor event itself as also triggering prime distractor 
representation retrieval. In their critical .25/.75 condition, the prime trial contained both a 
target and a distractor event while the probe trial target also appeared with a distractor (.25) 
or appeared alone (.75; i.e., target-only trial). The identities of the prime and probe trials fully 
matched. Fitzgeorge and Buckolz found that the SNP effect was not observed when the probe 
trial was actually distractor free (i.e., SNP ‘removed’), but, surprisingly, SNP was ‘restored’ 
when the distractor randomly accompanied the probe target stimulus. Notably, the lack of an 
SNP effect on distractor-free (target-only) probe trials did not mean that prime-trial distractor 
processing needed for SNP production had been eliminated. This is because a stored 
representation of earlier distractor processing was clearly available for SNP restoration (i.e., 
retrieval) when a probe-trial distractor was present.    
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Schematic 1. An illustration of the response-based [1] and the object-based [2] pathways 
via which stored prime-trial distractor processing representations might be retrieved at the 
time of probe trial event delivery (Buckolz, Edgar, Kajaste, Lok, & Khan, 2012). Note. t = 
target, d = distractor, A = activation, I = inhibition, ER = execution resistance, IAEs = 
inhibitory after-effects. The prime-probe trial type shown above elicits an ignored 
repetition trial.    
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To accommodate their ‘SNP removal’ then ‘SNP restoration’ pattern, Fitzgeorge and 
Buckolz (2008) concluded that the .25 (distractor present)/.75 (distractor absent) probe trial 
manipulation motivated the disengagement of the SNP process, in the same way that 
disengagement occurs when the probe distractor is certain to be absent (e.g., Buckolz et al., 
2002; Guy et al., 2004). Furthermore, they proposed that this disengagement is achieved by 
blocking the retrieval of prime distractor representations. In this instance, it would be 
accomplished by blocking the ‘response-based’ route. Most important, the restoration of the 
SNP effect that accompanied the appearance of a probe distractor event suggested the 
presence of a second (distractor-triggered) retrieval route (i.e., object-based route; Buckolz et 
al, 2012), whose retrieved information is capable of generating an SNP effect.  
So, overall, when SNP disengagement is motivated, it begins by blocking the 
response-based retrieval route, which results in SNP absence when the probe is actually 
distractor-free. When the probe trial contains a distractor, it triggers distractor representation 
retrieval that circumvents the response-based route block so that an SNP effect is produced 
(i.e., restored). This would explain why an SNP effect has always been found as long as the 
probe trial contains a distractor (Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008). Seemingly, the distractor 
(object-based) route is not blocked when disengagement is motivated. 
Thus, according to the foregoing scenario, the role played by a probe distractor in 
producing SNP presence/absence is two-staged in nature. In the first stage, a low likelihood 
of distractor appearance can motivate SNP disengagement, achieved by blocking the 
response-based route that normally retrieves prime distractor representations that produce 
SNP during probe-trial processing. This disengagement shows up on distractor-free probe 
trials. In the second stage, the actual appearance of a probe distractor can restore an SNP 
effect through its triggering of a retrieval route that captures prime distractor processing 
representations for probe-trial use.  
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It is important to emphasize that the retrieval role posited here for the probe distractor 
is a direct one, meaning that the probe distractor event accesses stored prime-trial distractor 
representations without any intermediary influences, which have been previously proposed to 
explain probe distractor manipulations on negative priming (‘contextual similarity’ between 
prime and probe trials; Neill, 1997, or ‘inhibitory state’ maintenance; Moore, 1994). This 
point will be taken up again later.    
Current Objectives 
The major objective here was to provide support for the view that the probe distractor 
in location-based tasks has both a motivational (i.e., disengage) and a retrieval (distractor 
processing representations) role that can influence SNP presence/absence (Fitzgeorge and 
Buckolz (2008). To do this, we employed the .25 (distractor present)/ .75 (distractor absent) 
condition utilized by Fitzgeorge and Buckolz. The intent was to motivate the disengagement 
of the SNP process, revealed by the lack of an SNP effect on distractor-free probe trials, so 
that we could examine the ‘SNP restoration’ power of a probe distractor when it was actually 
present. Regarding the latter, one difference between the current study and that of Fitzgeorge 
and Buckolz was that the similarity level of the prime and probe distractor identities were 
varied, ranging from a full match (e.g., Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008), to a partial match, to a 
total mismatch. We tested the possibility that if probe distracters do directly retrieve prime 
trial distractor processing representations, triggering this retrieval may require that the 
identities of the prime and probe distractor fully match (e.g., Graboi, 1971), or, in the least, 
partially match. If so, total mismatches between prime and probe distractor identities would 
fail to trigger retrieval and so would not produce an SNP effect. In short, if SNP restoration 
was dependent upon prime and probe distractor identities matching to some degree, it would 
signal a direct retrieval role for probe distracters in location-based tasks.         
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A further difference here relative to Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008) is that each 
distractor identity matching level was generated in two distinct ways, using different prime-
probe distractor identities (see Table 2, pg. 17). For example, full identity matches were 
achieved using either a pair of red rectangles or a pair of blue triangles, which appeared on 
consecutive prime and probe trials (see Table 2). The intent here was to determine whether 
the impact of the three distractor identity matches levels on SNP restoration depended upon 
the specific distractor identities used to create these levels. If not, then the SNP restoration 
data for the probe distractor present trials in this study would more likely generalize to other 
procedures that differ in this regard.     
Finally, on another procedural note, the actual prime-trial and probe-trial distractor 
identities were fixed for a given subject (but varied between them). In this way, the prime-
probe distractor identity matching levels (full, partial, total; along with the identities 
themselves) were known in advance, simulating Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008) in this 
regard. The motivation for this design feature was that pilot data using the .25/.75 probe 
distractor presentation likelihood imbalance, where the distractor identity matching levels 
varied within a trial sequence, had a comparatively low SNP disengagement success rate 
between subjects (i.e., about 33%) [See Appendix A]. It may be that varied prime-probe 
distractor identity matching levels within the same trial sequence interfere with the subjects’ 
perception of the .25/.75 probe-trial distractor occurrence imbalance, and/or interfere with 
their willingness to disengage SNP. The question here was whether having known distractor 
identities and known distractor identity similarity levels would improve the disengagement 
impact of the .25/.75 manipulation 
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Method 
Participants 
Sixty university undergraduate students (27 males, 33 females), from the Faculty of 
Health Sciences, Western University, participated in the study.  The age range for the study 
was 22 – 41 years and all participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.  
Apparatus  
Participants were seated at a desk in a dimly lit room approximately 200 cm from a 61 
cm (24 inch) computer monitor that contained the visual display for the experiment. For each 
trial, this display consisted of a white fixation cross (10 mm wide, 10 mm high) positioned at 
the centre of the computer monitor on a black background. This cross was accompanied on 
either side by two white horizontal bar markers, each measuring 10 mm horizontally. The bar 
markers indicated the location on the screen at which the display items (target and/or 
distractor; 10 mm wide and 20 mm high) would appear. All bar markers and the fixation 
cross were separated from each other by 6 mm, yielding a horizontal display distance of 
approximately 60 mm and a horizontal visual angle of about 1.8°.   
The four bar marker locations were designated as L1 to L4 from left to right. While 
seated, each participant places his/her forearms on a desktop that contained a Logitech 
MK300 wireless keyboard which was stabilized in the middle of the desktop. Keyboard 
buttons ‘D’, ‘V’, ‘M’ and ‘L’ were assigned to locations L1 through L4 from left to right. The 
third digit and index finger on the left hand controlled buttons ‘D’ and ‘V’ respectively, while 
the same digits on the right hand were used to depress buttons assigned to ‘L’ and ‘M’. 
Correctly responding required a button press at its relative location (see Schematic 2)  
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Schematic 2. Screen display of bar markers, fixation cross and stick figure seen by subjects; 
the letters of the keyboard buttons assigned to each locations are added (DVML) as is 
‘‘Fixation cross’’ 
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Procedure   
The study had an experimental phase and a preliminary phase whereby subjects 
engaged in the same task both before and after the experimental component. The testing was 
completed over a three day period with the first and last day consisting of the target only 
manipulation and the second day the experimental phase.    
     Experimental Phase 
In this phase, subjects completed a slightly modified, basic spatial negative priming 
(SNP) task (Neill et al., 1994), where trials are presented in pairs; first the ‘prime’, and then 
the ‘probe’. The prime trial always contained a target plus a distractor event, while the probe 
trial could again hold a target plus a distractor or be distractor-free (i.e., target-only probe), 
with the probabilities of these two probe trial types being .25 and .75, respectively. 
A trial sequence commenced with a warning tone (100 ms), whose offset was 
followed by the location bar markers and the fixation cross for the entire prime trial display 
(see Schematic 3). The prime trial target and distractor events appeared 200 ms after tone 
offset and remained visible for 157 ms (e.g., Milliken et al., 2000). A correct prime trial 
target response initiated a probe onset delay of 1000 ms, whose termination coincided with 
the probe trial presentation, which lasted for 157 ms. The production of the correct probe-trial 
response initiated an inter-trial delay of 1,500 ms that ended with the onset of the warning 
tone, which began the presentation of the next prime-probe trial pair. When an incorrect 
button-press occurred, the trial sequence halted until the correct response was executed. 
Button-press error responses were recorded; however, prime-probe trial pairs that contained 
an error were not used for reaction time analyses. Following the completion of forty trial 
pairs, a rest was automatically offered. Participation resumed when the spacebar was pressed.  
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When both a target and a distractor event appeared together, they arose randomly and 
equally often at all possible locations on both prime and probe trials, as was the case when 
the probe trial contained only a target. This resulted in 144 prime-probe trial pairs where both 
a target and a distractor were present and 432 prime-probe trial pairs, where the probe held 
only a target (.25/.75 ratio), for a total of 576 trial pairs. This resulted in 132 ignored-
repetition trials (one location re-used, probe target-to-prime distractor location), 132 target-
repeat trials (one location re-used, probe target-to-prime target location) and 240 control trials 
(no locations were re-used). The remaining prime-probe event combinations occurred on 72 
trials (not used for analysis).  The appearance of prime-probe trials was randomized for each 
trial series so that no participant saw the same order twice.  
Subjects were randomly assigned in equal numbers (n=20) to one of three conditions 
that differed with respect to the degree of similarity between the prime trial and probe trial 
distractor identities, which either fully matched, partially matched, or totally mismatched 
each other (i.e., Distractor Identity Similarity Level factor) [see Table 2]. Within each of 
these three Levels, subjects were again divided randomly and in equal numbers (n=10) into 
subgroups, with each subgroup having prime and probe trial distractor identities that differed 
from the other subgroup (i.e., Distractor Identity Subgroup factor). In this way, each 
subgroup of 10 subjects had their own unique prime trial and probe trial distractor identity 
pairing, and each of the three Distractor Identity Similarly Levels was generated in two ways, 
by different distractor identity combinations. For example, in the full match condition, the 
distractor identity on the prime was a red rectangle followed by a red rectangle on the probe 
for one subgroup, or a blue triangle distractor followed by a blue triangle for the other 
subgroup, and so on (Table 2). Accordingly, subjects knew throughout the actual prime and 
probe trial distractor identities they would encounter and hence how their paired distractor  
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Table 2  
Distractor identity matching levels (full match, partial match, total mismatch: between-
subjects), each produced in two ways by using different prime and probe trial distractor 
identities (between-subjects: Subgroups). 
  
                                                
Distractor Identity                                                       Subgroups  
Matching Level 
 
Full Match
a
:                                     
                                                      
                                                      
                                                      
Partial Match
a
:      
                                                      
                                                          
 
Total Mismatch
a
:                                
                                                      
                                                      
 
a  
20 participants within each condition but only experienced one type of prime-probe 
distractor identity matching level. 
b 
10 subjects per distractor identity combination.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b
Red rectangle                                     
                                                            
b
Blue triangle                                      
       
b
Red rectangle                                     
                                                    
b
Blue triangle                                      
 
b
Red rectangle                                     
                                                    
b
Blue triangle                                      
Red rectangle  
  
Blue triangle  
 
Red triangle  
 
Blue rectangle 
 
Yellow cross 
 
Red rectangle  
Prime distractor identity                                  Probe distractor identity    
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identities would match up. Thus, both of the aforementioned factors were between-subject 
manipulations.   
    Preliminary Phase 
The prime trials of the SNP task completed in this phase contained both a target and a 
distractor event, whose placements were governed as in the Experimental Phase. In contrast, 
the probe trial predictably (100%) held only a target, which appeared randomly and equally 
often at all four locations. This resulted in 192 prime-probe pairs; 48 ignored repetition, 48 
target-repeat trials, and 96 control trials. The target and distractor identities used in this task 
were the same for all subjects, with the task being completed once before and once after the 
experimental phase. 
The information/instructions given to the subjects prior to the start of testing in each 
phase of the study were as follows: (a) they were to respond as quickly as possible while 
maintaining accuracy, using the finger response assigned to the location occupied by the 
target event, and to ignore a distractor event should one be present, (b) trials would be 
presented in pairs beginning shortly after a warning tone, with the second trial timed to 
appear shortly after a correct response. The time between successive trial pairs would be 
noticeably longer than other time delays experienced and would again begin with the 
sounding of the warning tone, (c) the probe trial would always contain only a target 
(Preliminary Phase), and (d) the proportion of probe distractor present (.25) and probe 
distractor absent (.75) trials was indicated, as was the fact that the distractor identities on 
prime and probe trials would be the same throughout their participation (Experimental 
Phase).      
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Subjects completed a practice session of approximately 10-15 trial pairs 
(Experimental Phase task) and were afforded the opportunity to ask question, in order to 
ensure they understood the task demands. Subjects then completed the pre-experimental 
component of the Preliminary Phase, which took approximately 20 minutes. On the following 
day, subjects undertook the Experimental Phase which lasted between 30-40 minutes. The 
post-experimental aspect of the Preliminary Phase was then completed the following day.  
Reaction times of less than 100 ms (anticipations) or greater than 1000 ms 
(insufficient vigilance), along with any prime-probe trial pair that involved a button-press 
error, were excluded from the reaction time analyses. All ANOVA data in the report are 
assumed to be independent and that errors were normally distributed (see Guy et al., 2006). 
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Results 
Preliminary Phase: 100% Distractor-free Probe Trials, Target + Distractor Prime Trials 
Both before and after their participation in the experimental portion of our study, all 
individuals undertook an SNP procedure where the probe always lacked a distractor. In both 
cases, the SNP effect was eliminated: before, t(59) = .304, p= 0.763 , SE = 3.67 and after, 
t(59) = .321, p= 0.750, SE= 3.22 (Table 3). These results have a procedural implication noted 
later.  
The Experimental Phase 
      Distractor-occupied Prime Trial Locations: Inhibitory After-effects 
Recall that the Distractor Identity Similarity Levels (full match, partial match, total 
mismatch), and the actual prime-to-probe distractor identities used to produce these levels, 
were between-subjects factors in this study (Table 2). Each of the Identity Similarity levels 
was produced in two ways, each using distinct prime-probe distractor identities. For example: 
a full match level of similarity occurred when a red rectangle was followed by a red 
rectangle, or a blue triangle followed a blue triangle; while a partial match occurred when a 
red rectangle was followed by a red triangle, or when a blue triangle was followed by a blue 
rectangle (shape mismatches). 
The first analyses of variance (ANOVAs) series conducted aimed to determine 
whether the particular identities used to create each of the three Distractor Identity Similarity 
levels mattered, in that they influenced the pattern of results produced by these levels on the 
‘SNP restoration’ data. If not, then outcomes of the data produced by the Identity Similarity 
factor would more likely be generalizable other work using different distractor identities than 
those used in this investigation. 
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 Table 3  
Mean reaction times (ms) for t-only probes (100%); pre-and-post experimental task.  
                                               Preliminary phase  
                                            Pre                            Post 
Probe  
Configuration                   T-only                        T-only 
  
Trial-type 
  Ignored-repetition         444 (6.3)                    419 (4.7)    
                                            [2.2]                           [2.4]        
 
  Control                          443 (6.2)                     417 (5.3)    
                                            [2.0]                           [2.2]         
 
  Target-repeat                 417 (5.7)                     398 (4.1)    
                                            [2.6]                           [2.0]        
 
Spatial Negative Priming     01                                02      
Target-repeat Effect            -26*                             -21*   
 
  
 
  
Note. Spatial Negative Priming = 
Ignored-repetition – Control; 
Target-repeat Effect = Target-
repeat – Control. ( ) = standard 
error (ms); [ ] = button press error 
percentage. *p< 0.05. n =60 
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Probe-trial Reaction Times             
Three ANOVAs were calculated using subjects mean RTs, one for each level of the 
Distractor Identity Similarity Level factor, Probe Content (target + distractor, target-only),  
Probe-trial Type (ignored-repetition, control), and Distractor Identity Pairings Subgroup 
(Table 2) as the main factors.  
When the prime-probe identities fully matched, neither the Distractor Identity 
Subgroup main effect, F(1, 18)= 1.06, p= .316, MSE= 6472, nor its interaction with the other 
two factors, Fs < 1, were significant. As expected, probe trial reaction times were 
significantly longer for target + distractor (440 ms) than for target-only (417 ms) probes, 
F(1,18)= 46.407, p < 0.01, MSE= 221.47, and for ignored-repetition (434 ms) than for control 
(424 ms) trials, revealing the classic SNP effect, F(1,18)= 19.41, p < 0.01, MSE= 104.64. 
However, the fact that Probe Trial Type did not interact with the other factors, singly or 
together, Fs < 1 (except for the Probe Trial Type x Distractor Identity Subgroup interaction, 
F(1,18)= 1.44, p= .245, MSE= 106.64), was not anticipated, specifically regarding the fact 
than an SNP effect was present for target-only probe trials. 
This same ANOVA result pattern occurred for the partial match, where the Subgroup 
main effect (F(1, 18)= 0.96, p= .340, MSE= 8144) nor the interaction (Fs < 1) term was 
significant. Similarly, the total mismatch distractor identity did not demonstrate a main effect 
for the subgroups (F(1, 18)= 1.77, p= 0.20, MSE= 3937)  nor an interaction with the other 
two factors (Fs < 1). Collectively, these analyses that indicate that the manner in which the 
various Distractor Identity Similarity Levels were produced did not influence the impact 
produced by the remaining two factors. Hence, this manipulation was discarded from further 
analyses that tested the influence of the distractor identity similarity levels directly in the 
same ANOVA.  
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Table 4 
Mean reaction times (RT, ms) for the Trial Type (ignored-repetition, control, target-repeat) and 
Distractor Identity Matching levels (full match, partial match, total mismatch) factors.  
                                                                           Distractor Identity Matching Levels  
                                              Full Match                             Partial Match                    Total mismatch        
Probe 
Configuration                 T + D            T-only              T + D           T-only            T + D          T-only     
                                                                    
Trial-type 
  Ignored-repetition    446 (10.1)      423 (8.6)          473 (12.6)    442 (10.4)       455 (9.9)        427 (6.7)     
                                       [3.2]              [4.1]                 [3.7]             [4.0]                [4.4]               [5.6]        
 
  Control                     435 (9.2)        412 (9.2)          459 (9.1)       436 (9.4)        445 (7.9)        415 6.3)     
                                       [2.5]              [2.2]                 [2.3]             [2.1]               [2.2]               [2.6]        
 
  Target-repeat            428 (7.4)        401 (6.7)          454 (7.5)      412 (8.3)        441 (6.8)        405 (5.0)    
                                       [3.6]              [3.2]                 [4.1]             [4.8]               [2.2]               [5.8]        
 
Spatial Negative Priming 11*               11*                    14*              06                 10*                  12*         
Target-repeat Effect        -07*              -11*                  -05               -24*              -04                  -10*       
 
Note. Spatial Negative Priming = Ignored-repetition – Control; Target-repeat Effect = Target-
repeat – Control. ( ) = standard error (ms); [ ] = button press error percentage. *p< 0.05. n=60 
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Accordingly, we calculated an ANOVA using mean subject RTs with Distractor 
Identity Similarity level (full match, partial match, total mismatch), Probe Trial Type 
(ignored-repetition, control) and Probe Trial Content (target + distractor, target-only) as the 
main factors. The Probe Trial Type factor yielded a significant SNP effect (10 ms), F(1, 57)= 
27.89, p <0.01, MSE= 227.16;  however, more notably, this factor did not interact with the 
other factors, singly or in combination, Fs <1. The SNP effect was present on target + 
distractor probe trials when the prime-probe identities fully matched (11 ms), partially 
matched (14 ms) or totally mismatched (10 ms). The same held when the probe trial was 
distractor free (Table 4). Thus, unlike Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008), the .25 (distractor 
present)/ .75 (distractor absent) probe distractor manipulation did not motivate the 
disengagement of the SNP process for a sufficient number of subjects to see an overall SNP 
disengagement effect. Hence, it was not possible at this point to examine the main issue here, 
which was to test SNP restorative impact of the probe distractor as a function of its similarity 
level to the prime distractor identity.       
Given the SNP disengagement success of the .25/.75 probe distractor manipulation in 
past work (Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008; Fitzgeorge, 2009), an obvious possibility for its 
failure to do so in this study is that the SNP disengagement motivation influence of the 
.25/.75 manipulation is subject specific. Accordingly, the target-only probe trial data was 
examined for each subject. Using an SNP criterion value of 5 ms or less (2 times the standard 
error of the mean SNP value for all subjects), we were able to place 10 subjects in each of the 
fully match, partial match, and total mismatch conditions. A preliminary t-test looking at the 
RT difference between ignored-repetition and control trials (i.e., SNP= 1.2 ms) for the target-
only probe trials for these 30 individuals, was non-significant, t(29)= 1.69, p= .102, SE= 0.69. 
Accordingly, the .25/.75 manipulation was deemed to have successfully motivated these 
subjects to disengage the SNP process (Table 5 also see Figure 2).  
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Table 5  
Mean reaction times (RT, ms) for the Trial Type (ignored-repetition, control, target-repeat) and 
Distractor Identity Matching levels (full match, partial match, total mismatch) factors.  
                                                                               Distractor Identity Matching Levels 
                                             Full Match                              Partial Match                     Total mismatch                 
Probe 
Configuration                T + D            T-only              T + D           T-only             T + D          T-only           
                                                                    
Trial-type 
  Ignored-repetition    469 (12.8)      438 (10.1)      454 (12.8)    422 (10.1)       443 (12.8)      413 (10.1)      
                                       [3.5]              [3.9]               [4.1]             [4.0]                [4.1]               [4.6]           
 
  Control                     455 (11.1)      434 (10.1)      445 (11.1)    422 (10.1)       442 (11.1)      413(10.1)      
                                       [2.0]              [2.2]               [2.8]             [2.6]                 [2.9]               [2.7]           
 
  Target-repeat            436 (9.5)        412 (8.7)         449 (9.6)      401 (8.7)        432 (9.6)        396 (8.7)        
                                       [3.2]              [2.9]               [4.5]             [4.0]                 [3.0]               [3.2]           
 
Spatial Negative Priming 14*                04                   09               00                     01                    00           
Target-repeat Effect        -19*               -22*                04              -21*                  -10                  -17*         
 
Note. Spatial Negative Priming = Ignored-repetition – Control; Target-repeat Effect = Target-
repeat – Control. ( ) = standard error (ms); [ ] = button press error percentage. *p< 0.05. n 
=30 
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  Looking at SNP restoration on the target + distractor probe trials (see Figure 1), a 
significant SNP effect (14 ms) was observed when the prime and probe trial distractor 
identities fully matched, t(9)= 2.407, p= 0.039, SE= 5.75, but not when distractor identities 
partially matched, t(9)= 0.093, p= 0.928, SE= 5.58, or totally mismatched, t(9)= 1.74, p= 
0.116, SE= 5.13 (Table 5)       
Target-occupied Prime Trial Locations: After-effects 
Here, we tested the after-effects associated with a target-occupied prime trial location 
when the probe target later re-appeared at this same location (i.e., a target-repeat trial). An 
ANOVA was calculated using mean within-subject reaction times, and with Trial Type 
(target-repeat, control), Distractor Identity Similarity Level (full match, partial match, total 
mismatch) and Probe Trial Type (target + distractor, target-only) [Table 5]. The three-way 
interaction was significant, F(2, 27)= 3.50, p< 0.05, MSE= 104. Related post-hoc tests 
revealed that target-repeat trials produced a reliable reduction in probe target reaction time 
(beneficial after-effect) for the target-only probe trials and when, on distractor present trials, 
the prime and probe trial distractor identities fully matched (Table 5: Buckolz et al., 2008; 
Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008).  
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Figure 1. Mean Probe-trial reaction times as a function of Distractor Identity Similarity levels 
(full match, partial match, total mismatch), Probe-type (ignored repetition [IR] vs. control 
[CO]) for target-plus-distractor probe trials. N = 30  
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Figure 2. Mean Probe-trial reaction times as a function of Distractor Identity 
Similarity levels (full match, partial match, total mismatch), Probe-type (ignored 
repetition [IR] vs. control [CO]) for target-only probe trials. N = 30  
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Discussion 
The global aim in this study was to better understand the role played by a probe 
distractor in SNP production/absence in a location-based, spatial negative priming (SNP) 
task. We hoped to reinforce the view that the probe distractor can have both a ‘motivational’ 
(disengagement) and a ‘retrieval’ (distractor response representation) influence when 
appropriately manipulated (Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008). More particularly, we looked to see 
whether the presence of a probe distractor event would restore an SNP effect (retrieval role) 
that was otherwise absent (i.e., disengaged motivational role), and to determine whether any 
SNP restoration depended upon the degree to which the prime and probe distractor identities 
matched (i.e., full match, partial match, total mismatch).  
Testing the SNP remove/restoration impact of a probe distractor naturally first 
requires that the SNP phenomenon be removed or prevented, which is indicated by the lack 
of an SNP effect on distractor-free probe trials. We utilized a .25 (probe distractor 
present)/.75 (probe distractor absent) probability imbalance to motivate SNP removal, and 
instituted two procedures aimed at enhancing the effectiveness of the SNP removal impact of 
the .25/.75 procedure on individual subjects. First, we wanted some assurance that the 
subjects to be used in this experiment were able to prevent SNP production, and that they 
would do so because of a probe-trial distractor manipulation. Accordingly, we had subjects 
undertake a series of trials where the probe distractor was predictably absent (i.e., target-only 
probe trial), a manipulation that has consistently eliminated the SNP effect in past work using 
target plus distractor prime trials, as we did here (e.g., Buckolz et al., 2002; Guy et al., 2004).  
The second procedural variation involved having the prime and the probe distractor 
identities fixed for a given group of individuals, although they varied between subjects. In 
this way, not only were the distractor identities themselves known in advance, the type of 
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distractor identity matching level was also known, thereby simulating the certainty aspect of 
Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008). We deemed it possible that their success with the .25/.75 
procedure in terms of preventing SNP might have evolved because of the certainty associated 
with the prime-probe distractor relationships, possibly because this certainty elevated the 
clarity of the .25/.75 probe trial distractor likelihood presence to the individual. 
Before turning to the impact of these two particular procedural variations, we first 
want to note that there was another procedural manipulation undertaken here whereby each of 
the three distractor identity matching levels was produced in two ways, by using different 
prime-probe distractor identities. The idea was to see whether the actual distractor identities 
used to create these levels caused these levels to have different effects on the SNP removal 
and restoration data. This was not the case, indicating that the results obtained here should 
generalize to other procedures utilizing distractor identities other than those employed in this 
study. Additionally, of course, this factor was not utilized in subsequent analyses.        
The 100% distractor-free probe trial procedure was successful overall in eliminating 
the SNP effect in our subjects. Together with past work (e.g., Buckolz et al., 2002; Guy et al., 
2004), this result shows that this probe distractor condition is a consistent means of 
motivating individuals to disengage the SNP process, and it also indicates that our subjects 
were able and willing to do so on the basis of a probe trial distractor manipulation.  
Consequently, the marginal success rate of the .25/.75 procedure here in preventing 
SNP (about 50% of the subjects) could not be attributed to the fact that subjects were 
incapable of SNP prevention, or to the fact that they were not capable of being influenced by 
a probe distractor manipulation influenced by the probe distractor probability manipulation 
(i.e., distractor absence). Furthermore, having the prime and probe trial identities fixed, along 
with the distractor identity matching condition, did little to enhance SNP removal rate for the 
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.25/.75 procedure (i.e., pilot study, removal was about 33% of subjects). It will be important 
in the future to see whether other procedures can be used that would enhance the 
disengagement influence of a probe-trial distractor present/absence imbalance. For now, the 
important procedural point indicated by the results in this study and in the pilot study (see 
Appendix A), which was not evident from the Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008) report, is that 
the SNP disengagement success achieved by the .25/.75 probe-trial distractor frequency 
manipulation is variable and relatively low between samples of subjects. Further study of the 
‘SNP restore’ impact of a probe trial distractor should bear this in mind and to design their 
study accordingly. It might also be advisable to test whether an even greater probability 
imbalance between probe distractor present and probe distractor absent trials (e.g., .15/.85) is 
more consistent in producing SNP removal, in spite of the fact that, if successful, more trials 
would be required due to the smaller number of the target + distractor probe opportunities to 
test the SNP restore question. 
With the subjects deemed to have disengaged the SNP process in the .25/.75 
experimental condition (n = 30), we were able to test the ‘SNP restore’ impact of the 
presence of a probe distractor. We learned that SNP was restored by a probe distractor as 
long as its identity fully matched that of the prime distractor; partial or total distractor identity 
mismatches did not yield SNP effects (Table 4). There are two straightforward implications 
of this finding. 
A Retrieval Role for the Probe Distractor in a Location-based Task 
The first implication is that the dependency of SNP restoration upon distractor 
identity similarity is consistent with a retrieval role for the probe distractor, thereby 
supporting prior work on this account (Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008). As envisioned by 
Fitzgeorge and Buckolz, and later in more detail by Buckolz et al. (2012b), the normally used 
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‘response-based’ retrieval route (Schematic 1) is blocked in response to the .25/.75 distractor 
present/absent manipulation, evidenced by the absence of SNP on distractor-free probe trials 
(Buckolz et al.). The probe distractor (object-based route) can circumvent this blockage by 
triggering its own representation retrieval, and so restore an SNP effect. What we have 
learned here is that this retrieval is not inevitable, taking place only when the prime and probe 
distractor identities fully match.     
Quite by chance, the target-repeat data here (Table 5), when considered along with the 
SNP findings above, allows us to comment on the format in which prime-trial distractor 
processing representations are stored. This matter is important to address in the current 
context, not only because the data are novel, but because storage format can affect, and so 
help us understand, the role played by a probe distractor in producing an SNP effect. Briefly 
put, the data indicate that representations of prime trial processing in location-based tasks are 
stored in an episodic manner (e.g., Neill, 1997; Neill, 2007), where event identities (target 
and distractor), but not event numbers, are integral to representation retrieval. 
To explain, Neill, Valdes, Terry, and Gorfein (1992; Episodic Retrieval Theory) some 
time ago proposed that the storage of past (prime trial) experiences is done in an episodic 
manner, the defining feature of which is the inclusion of task-irrelevant information   
unrelated to successful performance (i.e., distractor event, contextual aspects), along with 
task-relevant material (i.e., target stimulus). In negative priming tasks, the probe trial would 
serve as a retrieval cue for accessing stored prime trial representations. Appropriate changes 
to the contextual similarity between the prime and probe trial, such as those brought about by 
probe trial distractor manipulations, could obviate episode retrieval, thereby eliminating the 
negative priming effect.   
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According to this view, prime target and prime distractor event processing 
representations would be part of the same stored episode, predicting that a failure to retrieve 
one event’s representation should be accompanied by a failure to retrieve the representation 
of other event in the episode (this is exactly what we found here). When the identities of the 
distractors on successive prime-probe trials partially or fully mismatched, SNP failed to be 
restored, showing that prime distractor processing representations had not taken place. Under 
these same distractor identity matching levels, target-repeat trials failed to produce a 
beneficial latency after-effect observed in the full matching level (Table 5), indicating that the 
retrieval of prime-trial target processing had again not occurred. These results are certainly 
consistent with the idea that the prime event representations were stored in a common 
episode. The fact that changing distractor identity from prime to probe trials caused retrieval 
prevention (SNP and target-repeat facilitation effects absent) indicates that event identities 
are an important part of stored episodes, even in location-based tasks. 
What is not part of the stored episode in location-based tasks is the number of events 
in the episode, or, at least, number matching is not a retrieval pre-requisite. After-effects 
occur when the event numbers mismatch and can be absent when they match. Looking at the 
former, when prime-probe event numbers mismatched here with the target-only probe trials, 
target-repeat trials nonetheless produced significant reaction facilitation (i.e., retrieval). 
Notably, this result indicates that it does not matter how many events appear on the probe 
(relative to the prime), only that whatever event does appear, it must not mismatch events 
stored in the episode if retrieval is to occur. The unimportance of event number mismatches 
to retrieval in location-based tasks was also evident in past work, but via the SNP effect, 
which was significant when prime-probe event numbers differed (e.g., Buckolz et al., 2008; 
Guy et al., 2004; Neill et al., 1994). Mistakenly, this result has been used at times to claim 
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that prime trial processing representations in location-based tasks are not stored episodically 
(e.g., Buckolz et al.). 
It follows from the above that the lack of an SNP effect seen here (Table 3) and 
elsewhere (Guy et al., 2004) with the certain absence of the probe distractor, following a 
target + distractor prime, is not the result of different prime-probe event numbers. Rather, as 
we have suggested here, the manipulation of probe trial distractor probability, including its 
certain or likely (.25/.75 condition) absence, is better characterized as influencing the 
motivation to disengage the SNP process via a retrieval block (Buckolz et al., 2012b). 
Turning now to when prime-probe event numbers matched here (T+D probe trials), 
the SNP effect, and hence retrieval, were lacking when the prime and probe distracter 
identities did not fully match. Again, event identity matching, rather than event number 
matching, is the critical retrieval factor in our location task. 
The Role of the Probe Distractor in Maintaining an Inhibitory State 
The second implication of the restore SNP data in this study is that it does not support 
another proposed role for a probe distractor, one that does not explicitly see it in a retrieval 
role (Moore, 1994). Relying largely upon results from the identity variant of the negative 
priming task, Moore learned that a probe distractor was associated with the appearance of 
identity negative priming (NP) when it actually generated a probe response that competed 
with the required target output (i.e., a ‘conflict’ distractor), or when it was difficult to 
ascertain whether the probe distractor was of the conflict type or not. Moore then suggested 
that conflict probe distracters, threatened (or appeared to threaten) correct probe-trial 
response selection because they activated an incorrect alternative (i.e., essentially an ‘error 
protection’ effect).  Presumably, an inhibitory state helps with incorrect response inhibition. 
This much seems more or less understandable.   
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What needs clarification in Moore’s (1994) account is why a maintained ‘inhibitory 
state’ should also cause the presence of an ‘identity NP’ effect (i.e., the latter is used to detect 
the presence of the former). This is because the processes that underlie the identity negative 
priming effect are in one instance ‘deleterious’ (i.e., they delay target processing on ignored-
repetition trials), and, in the other case, are actually ‘unhelpful’ with disposing of the 
incorrectly activated probe response; presumably the reason that these inhibitory after-effects 
were kept active in the first place.  This is especially so in identity NP tasks, where prime and 
probe distractor identities mismatch. Hence, the inhibited prime distractor response is 
different from the response that would be activated by a probe distractor on a control trial; 
consequently, the former could not assist in dealing with the latter. So, it seems that 
proposing the maintenance of an inhibitory state role for conflict probe distractors, even in 
identity-based tasks, has some logical gaps that need addressing. Consequently, the lack of 
support for this probe distractor role in this study is less disconcerting.  
All of the probe distractor-present trials were of the response conflict type in the 
current findings.  According to Moore (1994), an SNP effect should have been restored on 
these trials, irrespective of prime-probe distractor identity similarity. This was not the case, of 
course. Spatial negative priming was absent when the prime and probe trial distractor 
identities did not match, in spite of the fact that the presence of a distractor was a threat to 
probe-trial response selection accuracy. So, retrieval of prime-trial distractor processing 
representations needed to produce SNP, was not triggered by a response conflict. So, as it 
was suggested earlier, the connection between the presence of a probe-trial distractor and 
SNP production is one of retrieval (of the prime-trial distractor processing representations). 
There is no need to surmise that its ability to cause a probe-trial response conflict is a factor 
in this relationship.         
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General Discussion 
Spatial versus Identity Negative Priming Tasks: Probe Distractor Processing  
There is some interest in determining whether the processing underlying the identity 
and location negative priming (NP) effects are comparable (e.g., Chao, 2011). One way to 
contribute to answering this question is to contrast how probe distractors in each task are held 
to function.    
Taking this approach, the current results here are consistent with the idea that the 
probe-trial distractor in location-based tasks has a motivational and a retrieval role, revealed 
by the ‘SNP remove’ – ‘SNP restore’ pattern seen here and reported by Fitzgeorge and 
Buckolz (2008). The certain or highly likely absence of a probe distractor can motivate the 
disengagement of the SNP process, evident on target-only probe trials (SNP removal), 
presumably by blocking the retrieval of the stored representations of prime-trial distractor 
processing. This blocking can be circumvented; however, and so the SNP effect is restored by 
presence of a probe distractor event that independently triggers the retrieval of stored 
distractor representations, providing its identity fully matches the identity of the prime 
distractor. Importantly, the presence of a probe distractor does not influence retrieval because 
it causes a matching of event numbers on the prime and probe trials; SNP can be present 
when event numbers mismatch (Buckolz et al., 2008; Neill et al., 1994), and can be absent 
when they match (Table 5). In short, retrieval is identity and not event-number based in 
location tasks.     
Looking at identity NP, event number matching on consecutive prime and probe trials 
(Moore, 1994) was, again, not a perquisite for distractor representation retrieval; event 
number matching did not guarantee an identity NP effect (Moore) and so the probe distractor, 
as in the SNP task, was not influential in identity NP production on this account.  
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In contrast, the critical feature of a probe distractor in identity tasks on NP appearance 
is that it causes (or appears to cause) a response conflict (Moore, 1994); such an impact is 
unimportant in SNP tasks (Table 5). This distinction would explain why the actual absence of 
a probe distractor in identity NP tasks (i.e., no conflict), irrespective of the likelihood of this 
absence, is typically associated with the lack of an NP effect (Moore), while this is not so 
with SNP tasks. SNP effects can still be observed when the probe is distractor free (Neill et 
al., 1994).  
Finally, the motivational and direct retrieval roles of the probe distractor in SNP tasks 
are not evident for probe distractors in identity NP tasks. Rather, the retrieval role of the 
probe distractor in the latter task is indirect, somehow occurring because a response conflict 
causes the maintenance of an inhibitory state (Moore, 1994). This is consistent with the fact 
that the prime and probe distractors in identity NP tasks often totally mismatch, and yet 
identity NP is produced. Oddly enough, identity matching of prime and probe trial distractor 
events is unimportant to retrieval in an identity task, but is instrumental in a location task.  
If the processing roles of the probe distracters in the location and identity NP tasks 
noted here are correct, the underlying processing for these NP phenomena differ in this sense. 
Incidentally, the fact that identity (e.g., Connelly & Hasher, 1993, Ex. 3), but not location, NP 
effects are lost as we age (Lok, 2012). This is consistent with the above in pointing to some 
different underlying processing for these two phenomena. In the case of aging, however, the 
preservation of inhibitory after-effects (e.g., SNP) in location-based tasks might be related to 
the fact that they are caused by response inhibition (Guy et al., 2006), which acts as a late 
filter to prevent action chaos. Given the importance of this role, it is reasonable that response 
inhibition, and so its related inhibitory after-effects, do not materially decline with age. This 
possibility is supported by Maylor, Birak, and Schlaghecken (2011) who showed that an 
inhibitory after-effect produced by response inhibition in an identity task (i.e., the negative 
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compatibility effect) was preserved in older adults (note- their prime distracters were 
masked). Accordingly, we should see no age-related decrement in identity NP when the task 
exhibits are response inhibition locus.           
Storage of Prime-trial Processing Representations 
 To our knowledge, we saw here the first evidence that representations of prime trial 
processing in location-based tasks are stored episodically; the removal of the SNP effect 
coincided with a removal of target-repeat reaction time reductions. Neither prime target nor 
prime distractor processing representations were retrieved. We should see in future work if 
the lack of a target-repeat effect caused by target identity mismatches between the prime and 
probe trials is accompanied by the removal of an SNP effect. In any event, Fox and De 
Fockert (1998) did show that prime trial representations in identity NP tasks were also stored 
episodically; changing the background colour of either the prime or the probe trials removed 
identity NP. Despite this storage format similarity, as we noted earlier, the contents of the 
stored episodes for location and identity tasks seem to qualitatively differ. Distractor event 
identity, important for representation retrieval in location tasks, is not a factor in identity 
tasks.     
 Finally, in a different vein, bear in mind that the SNP data obtained and referenced 
here relate to those procedures using visual events that were centrally presented. The latter is 
important because such central event presentations presumably avoid contamination of 
response inhibition after-effects from those produced by orientation inhibition effects (e.g., 
Buckolz et al., 2012a), held to cause the inhibition of return phenomenon (e.g., Klein, 2000). 
Furthermore, the visual distinction is appropriate to bear in mind because the use of different 
sensory systems may yield different distractor processing and related inhibitory after-effects 
causes; as Moller, Mayr, and Mueller (2013) have demonstrated for auditory and visual SNP. 
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Limitations of the Current Study and Future Research 
 
     In the present study, we used a ‘remove SNP’ – ‘restore SNP’ approach (Fitzgeorge & 
Buckolz, 2008) as a means of determining whether the presence of a probe trial distractor 
event results in the retrieval of stored representations of earlier (prime trial) distractor 
processing. We used the infrequent occurrence of a probe distractor event (i.e., .25 [probe 
distractor present]/.75 [probe distractor absent]) to motivate individuals to disengage the SNP 
process (i.e., remove SNP). Once successfully achieved, we could test the impact of prime-
probe distractor identity similarity levels on distractor representation retrieval, evidenced by 
the ‘restoration’ of an SNP effect. As it turned out, the success rate of the .25/.75 
manipulation in producing SNP disengagement among our subjects was at about the 50% 
level; this in spite of our procedural efforts to have the disengagement effectiveness of the 
.25/.75 procedure to be ‘high’. Concern about the low success rate of the .25/.75 procedure 
here rested with the fact that it did reduce the number of subjects we had available for testing 
the ‘restore SNP’ behaviour; otherwise, it was not disconcerting, although it did focus on the 
need to find better ways to induce SNP disengagement over subjects.  
Toward this end, future work, aimed at ultimately looking into the retrieval role of 
probe distractor events (i.e., ‘restore SNP’), could first look to see if increasing the 
probability imbalance of ‘probe distractor present’ vs. ‘probe distractor absent’ trials to see if 
this would increase the percentage of subjects showing SNP disengagement (e.g., .20/.80 or 
even higher, respectively, being mindful of the increase in the number of trials that would 
needed to run a study as the imbalance increased).  
In addition, one could induce SNP disengagement in another way, by cueing the 
impending likelihood of an ignored-repetition trial (see Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008), with 
the hope that it would motivate SNP disengagement in a larger number of recruited subjects. 
It is important to note this future work is directed at understanding how SNP 
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removal/disengagement can be more universally induced in sampled individuals. It does not, 
by itself, deal with the question of whether probe trial distracters have a retrieval role. 
Some additional future experimentation was suggested by some of our unexpected 
findings. In particular, the preliminary indication here is that prime trial distractor and target 
events in a location-based task may be stored episodically, that is as a unit (Neill, 2007). If 
so, when retrieval of the stored representations about one of these events is indicated in the 
data, we should also see evidence of retrieval of the other events stored representations. In the 
experiment reported here, this pattern was evident. Conditions that showed that prime 
distractor representations had not been retrieved also showed that this retrieval failure applied 
to prime target representations as well. For example, when the prime trial and the probe trial 
distractor identities mismatched; neither an SNP effect, nor a beneficial effect associated with 
target-repeat trials, were evident, indicative of the lack of retrieval of for either of the prime 
distractor or prime target events. In our study, prime-probe target identities matched while 
prime-probe distractor identities could match or mismatch. A further testing of the episodic 
storage of prime distractor and target events would see the reverse occurring, whereby prime-
probe distractor identities would match while the prime-probe target event identities could 
match or mismatch. Support for the episodic storage of prime trial event processing would 
see the presence of after-effects (i.e., SNP effect, target-repeat RT facilitation) when the 
prime-probe trial target identities matched, but not when they mismatched. Such a result 
would also indicate that the retrieval role played by a probe distractor may simply be to 
complete the ‘episode’ on the probe trial; that is, by having both the target and the distractor 
prime-probe identities match. This would trigger the retrieval of stored prime trial processing. 
Essentially, then, the probe distractor would not have its own ‘retrieval route’ as proposed by 
Buckolz et al. (2012). Rather its impact on retrieval (i.e., restore SNP) comes from fulfilling 
the retrieval requirements of episodically stored events, full matching of event identities 
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between prime and probe trials. As noted earlier, if this is so, having the target identities 
mismatch from prime to probe trials should prevent retrieval (event when prime-probe 
distractor identities match), since a full matching of prime to probe events would be obviated.                 
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Glossary of terms 
Ignored Repetition (IR): A probe trial target stimulus that arises at a location previously 
occupied by the distractor event on the prime trial.  
Control (CO): A probe target stimulus that appears at a location previously unused by the 
prime trial events.  
Target Repetition (TR): A probe trial target stimulus that appears at a location previously 
occupied by the target event on the prime trial. 
Execution Resistance (ER): A property of distractor response processing that repels the 
execution of a just inhibited response.  
Inhibitory After-effects (IAE): Execution resistance exerts an influence on future 
processing causing such effects.  
Spatial Negative Priming (SNP): Slower reaction times when responding to a target 
stimulus that arises at a location previously occupied by a distractor event (ignored-repetition 
[IR] trial) than when it appears at a recently unused location (control [CO] trial).  
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Appendix A 
Pilot study 
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Pilot study 
Purpose  
 The details of the pilot study will be highlighted only briefly, restricted to those 
aspects that have theoretical or procedural implications for the main study reported here. The 
purpose of the pilot study was to again test the ability of a .25 (probe distractor present)/.75 
(probe distractor absent) probability imbalance to motivate the disengagement of the spatial 
negative priming (SNP), and to then examine the SNP restoration impact of probe trial 
distractor events. In the latter regard, we examined the impact of prime-probe distractor 
identity matching levels (full match, partial match, total mismatch) on SNP restoration.  
Perhaps of some procedural importance, the distractor identity matching levels were 
intermixed within a trial series in the pilot study. (See Table 6)   
Method  
        Participants  
Thirty university undergraduate students (19 males, 11 females), from the School of 
Health Sciences, Western University, participated in the study.  Participant’s age ranged from 
20 – 24 years and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, participated in this experiment. 
Participants were randomly chosen and requested to read and sign the ethics consent form 
prior to participation.  
Apparatus  
 The apparatus was the same as in the main experiment  
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Procedure   
 All procedures were the same as in the main experiment with the exception of those 
noted below. The delay of the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 500 ms, which is the 
delay of the prime response to the presentation of the probe stimulus (panels 4 to 5 on 
Schematic 3). The shortening of the SOA has no direct implication on the current results as 
the shorter interval does not affect the production of the spatial negative priming effect 
(Buckolz, Boulougouris, Khan, 2002). 
Three factors were manipulated: Group (prime-probe distractor matching level of the 
partial match; either colour [Group 1] or shape [Group 2]. Probe distractor conditions (prime-
probe distractors fully matched, partially matched, totally mismatch or distractor absent), and 
trial-type (IR: ignored repetition, CO: control). The first of these was a between-subjects 
factor. Participants completed two conditions which consisted of four experimental sessions 
of approximately 30 minutes each. Participants were randomly assigned into two groups and 
began each condition in a counter-balanced manner. Details of each condition and prime-
probe distractor matching levels can be found in Table 6.  
When a target and/or distractor appeared on the prime and probe trials, they did so 
randomly at all possible locations. This resulted in 1728 trial pairs: 396 IR trials (one location 
re-used, probe target-to-prime distractor location), 396 TR trials (one location re-used, probe 
target-to-prime target location) and 720 CO trials (no locations were re-used). The remaining 
prime-probe event combinations occurred on 216 trials (not used for analysis).  
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Table 6 
Distractor identity matching levels (full match, partial match, total mismatch: within-subjects), each produced in two different conditions by 
using different prime and probe trial distractor identities (within-subjects). 
  
                                                
                                                                                                                                   
                                        Prime                   Probe                                                                              Prime                    Probe  
 
                                                                   
                                                                         
 
              
              
                
                              
                                         
                                                      
 
 
 
 
30 participants completed both conditions as assigned to their respective groups. All subjects experienced three types of prime-probe distractor 
identity matching levels within one condition.   
 
      Condition 1                                                                                                    Condition 2     
Red rectangle       Red rectangle  
Red rectangle       Red rectangle  
 
Red rectangle       Blue rectangle 
Red rectangle       Red triangle  
 
Red rectangle       Yellow cross   
Red rectangle       Yellow cross 
 
 
Red rectangle           ------- 
Red rectangle           -------  
Distractor Condition:
      Full Match: 
           Group 1 
           Group 2  
 
   Partial Match:  
           Group 1 
           Group 2  
 
Total Mismatch: 
           Group 1 
           Group 2  
              
             Absent: 
           Group 1 
           Group 2  
 
Distractor Condition:
      Full Match: 
Group 1
           Group 2  
Partial Match:  
Group 1 
Group 2
Total Mismatch: 
          Group 1 
           Group 2  
 
             Absent: 
           Group 1 
           Group 2  
Blue rectangle      Blue rectangle  
Red triangle          Red triangle   
 
Blue rectangle      Red rectangle 
Red triangle          Blue rectangle  
 
Blue rectangle      Yellow cross   
Red triangle          Yellow cross 
 
 
Blue rectangle           -------   
Red triangle               ------- 
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Results 
 We calculated an ANOVA using mean subject reaction times (RT) with Distractor 
Identity Similarity level (full match, partial match, total mismatch, absent) and Probe Trial 
Type (ignored-repetition [IR], control [CO]) as the main factors (see Table 6). Separate 
ANOVAs were performed for each Group and Condition and mean RTs can be found in 
Table 7.   
 Condition 1. Group 1 Probe Trial Type factor yielded a significant SNP effect (15 
ms), F(1, 14) = 14.92, p <0.01, MSE = 447; however, more importantly, this factor did not 
interact with Distractor Identity Similarity Levels, p = 0.13. Therefore, the SNP effect was 
present on distractor-free probe trials (15 ms). Similarly, Group 2 analysis produced a Probe 
Trial Type significant SNP effect (17 ms), F(1, 14) = 76.81, p <0.01, MSE = 121; notably, 
this did not interact with Distractor Identity Similarity Levels, p = 0.82. Therefore, the SNP 
effect was present on distractor-free probe trials (14 ms). These finding are unlike previous 
work on disengagement where a .25 (distractor present)/ .75 (distractor absent) probe 
distractor manipulation produced modulation affects (Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008).   
 Condition 2. Group 1 Probe Trial Type factor was non-significant (8 ms), F(1, 14) = 
3.00, p =0.11, MSE = 611. Additionally, this factor did not interact with Distractor Identity 
Similarity Levels, p = 0.88. Therefore, it would seem that probe distractor manipulation of 
.25/.75 motivated disengagement of the SNP process. However, SNP processes are not 
restored with the presence of a probe distractor giving no meaningful explanation to the 
restorative impact of probe Distractor Similarity Levels. Group 2 Probe Trial Type factor 
yielded a significant SNP effect (11 ms), F(1, 14) = 13.95, p <0.01, MSE = 280; however, 
more notably, this factor did not interact with Distractor Identity Similarity Levels, p = 0.74. 
Therefore, the SNP effect was present on distractor-free probe trials (10 ms).  
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Planned comparisons of the Probe Trial Type (IR vs. CO) on distractor absent probe 
trials were conducted as it was hypothesized that a .25/.75 manipulation would disengage the 
SNP process on distractor-free probe trials (Fitzgeorge & Buckolz, 2008). A t-test 
investigating the RT differences between IR and CO trials (i.e., SNP = 15 ms) for distractor-
free probe trials elicit a statistically significant effect, t(14)= 6.12, p <0.01, SE= 2.44 for 
Condition 1: Group 1. This was also similar in both Conditions for Group 2, t(14)= 7.02, p 
<0.01, SE= 2.00 (SNP = 14 ms), and t(14)= 4.28, p <0.01, SE= 2.34 (SNP = 10 ms) 
respectively. Accordingly, the .25/.75 manipulation was unsuccessful in motivating 
disengagement. Thus, it was not possible to examine the main issue; namely, do probe trial 
distractor restore an otherwise absent SNP effect, and, if so, is SNP restoration dependent 
upon the identity similarity level of the prime and probe distracters.?   
Implications   
 The purpose of the pilot study was to motivate the disengagement of the SNP process 
by using a .25 (distractor present)/.75 (distractor absent) probability manipulation, so we 
could examine the ‘SNP restoration’ power of the probe distractor. Overall, the .25/.75 probe 
distractor manipulation did not achieve its goal of SNP disengagement in the pilot study. One 
possible reason for this lack of success was that the pilot study had the distractor identity 
matching levels vary from trial to trial within a trial sequence. This contrasted with 
Fitzgeorge and Buckolz (2008), who had overall success with the .25/.75 probe distractor 
manipulation, and whose distractor identity matching level was fixed (full match), and so 
known it advance.   
It is possible that the intermixing of the distractor identity matching levels within a 
session interferes with the subjects’ overall perception of, or belief in, the probe distractor 
probability imbalance in place. In turn, this could interfere with a subject’s willingness to 
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disengage the SNP process. We tested this possibility in the main experiment where the 
prime-probe distractor identity matching levels (full match, partial match, total match, etc.) 
were fixed within a session.  
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Table 7 
Mean reaction times (RT, ms) for the Trial Type (ignored-repetition, control, target-repeat) and Distractor Identity Matching levels (full match, 
partial match, total mismatch) factors 
  
                                                                                                                                                            
                                                    Probe Distractor Condition   
                                     Full             Partial          Total            Absent 
Group1                       match            match         mismatch 
Trial-type 
   Ignored-repetition   473 (9.4)     488 (13.5)    482 (11.6)     451 (9.9) 
                                     [3.2]             [2.4]              [4.0]             [5.4] 
  
   Control                    466 (7.9)      472 (12.0)   460 (10.4)      436 (8.8) 
                                     [2.4]              [3.2]             [2.9]              [5.2] 
    
    SNP                           07                 16*                22*                15* 
                                                  
                                                      Probe Distractor Condition  
                                     Full             Partial          Total            Absent 
Group2                       match            match         mismatch 
Trial-type 
   Ignored-repetition   469 (9.9)      464 (10.5)    474 (11.2)      441 (8.4) 
                                      [3.2]              [5.8]             [4.8]              [5.7]     
   
   Control                    452 (9.4)       443 (9.8)      456 (8.1)       427 (8.4) 
                                       [4.8]             [3.2]             [1.6]              [6.4]         
    
    SNP                           17*                21*               18*               14* 
                                                   Probe Distractor Condition   
                                     Full             Partial          Total            Absent 
Group1                       match            match         mismatch 
Trial-type 
   Ignored-repetition   454 (10.5)    450 (11.2)    449 (10.4)     423 (8.0) 
                                     [4.5]              [4.2]             [3.5]              [5.3] 
  
   Control                    446 (10.3)     438 (9.5)     443 (8.6)       418 (7.4) 
                                     [3.2]              [2.1]             [3.4]              [5.7] 
    
    SNP                           08                  12                 06                  05 
                                        
                                                    Probe Distractor Condition  
                                     Full             Partial          Total            Absent 
Group2                       match            match         mismatch 
Trial-type 
   Ignored-repetition   452 (10.2)    445 (8.7)     441 (10.2)      422 (7.6) 
                                      [2.6]             [3.2]             [4.0]              [5.2] 
   
   Control                    436 (7.5)      434 (8.6)      432 (8.1)       412 (7.2) 
                                      [3.2]             [5.8]             [5.3]              [6.2]      
   
    SNP                           16*                11                 09               10
                  Condition 1                                                                                                    Condition 2     
Note. Spatial Negative Priming = Ignored-repetition – Control.  ( ) = standard error (ms); [ ] = button press error percentage. *p< 0.05. n =30 per 
group between conditions. 
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Letter of information & Script  
Letter of Information 
Project Title: Properties of Inhibitory After-effects 
Introduction 
You are being invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this letter is to provide 
you with the information you need to render an informed participation decision. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study is to extend our understanding of one as aspect of cognitive ‘inhibitory 
after-effects’, which refer to those occasions where a current act of inhibition results in 
interference effects (i.e., delayed responding time, error production) upon future processing in 
which the inhibited events participate. Inhibition is synonymous with the term ‘prevention.’ It 
refers to preventing the processing of various stimuli or the execution of various responses that 
we do not wish to do. 
Basic Procedures 
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to react as quickly as possible to visual target 
stimuli presented on a computer screen while concurrently ignoring distractor events that may 
also be present. You will respond to the spatial location and/or to the identity of stipulated target 
stimuli by pressing designated computer keyboard buttons. Both the accuracy (button press 
errors) and decision times (reaction times) associated with your manual button press responses 
will be recorded and analyzed.  
The general purpose of this experimentation is to extend our understanding of cognitive 
inhibition, which relates to our ability to prevent the unwanted processing of visual (distractor) 
information and/or their associated responses. 
Participation requires you to attend multiple testing sessions in laboratories located in  <blank>. 
Specific laboratory testing times will be arranged by you in consultation with the Experimenter 
who can be contacted by email or by phone  
 
Risks Associated with Participation 
There are no known or reasonably anticipated risks associated with participation. 
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Benefits 
No personal benefits will necessarily follow from your participation. It is possible, however, that 
your experience with, and understanding of, reaction time type tasks, along with knowledge 
gained from a debriefing session where the results obtained and their implications are noted will 
be viewed by you as beneficial. Additionally, any discoveries that advance our understanding of 
‘inhibitory after-effects’ as a result of your participation might be viewed by yourself as a 
benefit. 
 
Confidentiality 
Efforts will be made to ensure that your data cannot be linked to you personally by anyone other 
than the Experimenter. Code numbers assigned to your data files will not identify you directly 
but will be linked to your name on a master sheet kept by the Experimenter on a password 
protected computer. Once experimentation has been completed, the master sheet will be 
destroyed. Henceforth, it will be impossible to associate any particular data with your identity. 
The data files and the master sheet will be stored on separate, password-protected computers 
located in locked laboratory or office spaces that are accessible only to the Experimenter. 
Publications that might arise from the data collected will not identify you personally. The data 
files will be retained for 5 years in the event publication does not arise, or for 5 years after ‘on-
line’ publication, and then deleted. 
Participation 
Participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw from the study 
at any time without penalty. If you withdraw, any data collected to that point will be deleted and 
will not be used in the study. 
Debriefing 
Once all of the data collection has been completed, you may contact the Experimenter by email  
for an explanation of the purpose of the study, along with the preliminary findings obtained. A 
debriefing session will also take place in the laboratory once all of the data have been collected 
which you can attend. At that time, information dealing with your participation will be discussed 
(i.e., study purpose, group results and their preliminary interpretation). The timing of the 
debriefing session will be told to you after your last testing session, or you can later email the 
Experimenter for this information. 
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Contact Information 
You do not waive any legal rights by signing the Consent Form. 
This letter is yours to keep. 
 
Script 
 
On the screen four lines will appear separated by a cross in the middle. The fixation cross is what 
you constantly want to focus on. Rectangles will flash above these lines.  You want to respond to 
the green ones (targets), while ignoring the red rectangles OR blue rectangles OR yellow cross 
for example (distractors). You can respond by pressing the letter that corresponds to its assigned 
location. So line 1 corresponds with “D”, line 2 corresponds with “V”, line 3 corresponds with 
“M” and line 4 corresponds with “L”. 
 
Trials will appear in pairs, first the prime and then the probe. At the beginning of each pair you 
will hear a tone “beep” followed by the appearance for the four lines and cross. Once the cross 
appears this is where you should focus your attention. Always focus on the cross. Anytime a 
green rectangle appears, you want to respond with the correct button, again anytime a distractor 
(any colour OR shape) appears you want to ignore it. Once you respond with the correct 
response, the rectangles will disappear and the next trial will start. There will be times when both 
target and distractor appear, simply ignore the distractor & respond to the green. However, on 
the second presentation (probe trial) the probability of the distractor appearing with a target is 
low (.25%) where a target-only trial will appear for the remainder of the trials (.75%).  
 
After several trials something will pop up saying you deserve a break, to continue just press the 
space bar and the trials will resume. At the end, there will be a pop up saying “Congratulations 
you’re done.” You don’t have to do anything, just leave the computer and come and get me. 
 
Two important things to remember: You want to respond as quickly as possible while 
minimizing errors, and you want to make sure that you don’t anticipate (don’t respond before the 
stimuli appear). 
 
Any questions? We’ll do a few practice trials so you can get the hang of it (10 practice trials or 
until student has full understanding). 
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